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CKCD04 TRACK 1 / 24 

CLEVER THEME 
 
 

(instrumental) 
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CKCD04 TRACK 2 / 24 

ONE MAN WENT TO MOW 
 

One man went to mow, went to mow a meadow 
One man and his dog, went to mow a meadow 

 
Two men went to mow, went to mow a meadow 

Two men, one man and his dog, went to mow a meadow 
 

Three men went to mow, went to mow a meadow 
Three men, two men, one man and his dog, went to mow a meadow 

 
Four men went to mow, went to mow a meadow 

Four men, three men, two men, one man and his dog, went to mow a meadow 
 

Five men went to mow, went to mow a meadow 
Five men, four men, three men, two men, one man and his dog, went to mow a meadow 

 
Six men went to mow, went to mow a meadow 

Six men, five men, four men, three men, two men, one man and his dog, went to mow a meadow 
 

Seven men went to mow, went to mow a meadow 
Seven men, six men, five men, four men, three men, two men, one man and his dog, went to mow a 

meadow 
 

Eight men went to mow, went to mow a meadow 
Eight men, seven men, six men, five men, four men, three men, two men, one man and his dog went 

to mow a meadow 
 

Nine men went to mow, went to mow a meadow 
Nine men, eight men, seven men, six men, five men, four men, three men, two men, one man and his 

dog, went to mow a meadow. 
 

Ten men went to mow, went to mow a meadow 
Ten men, nine men, eight men, seven men, six men, five men, four men, three men, two men, one 

man and his dog, went to mow a meadow
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CKCD04 TRACK 3 / 24 
SIMPLE SUMS SONG 

 
Everyone must learn their sums, of that there is no doubt 

If you learn arithmetic, you'll know what its about 
Adding up and take way is as easy as can be 
If you listen carefully and sing along with me 

 
(chorus) 

Sums, sums, simple sums, sing along and have some fun 
Add an take away, you can learn the easy way 

Listen carefully, try to sing along with me 
When you go to school, you'll know what to do 

 
Learn to use and calculate the numbers nought to ten 

If at first you don't succeed just listen once again 
Numbers are important and we use them everyday 

That's why we have to add up and why we take away 
 

(chorus - repeat) 
 

(speech outro) 
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CKCD04 TRACK 4 / 24 

TEN LITTLE PUSSYCATS 
 

One little pussycat playing with a shoe 
Along came another one and then there were two 

Two little pussycats scratching at a tree 
Joined by another one and then there were three 

 
Three little pussycats chasing round the floor 

Along came another one and then there were four 
Four little pussycats very much alive 

Joined by another one and then there were five 
 

Five little pussycats playing lots of tricks 
Along came another one and then there were six 

Six little pussycats lapping cream from Devon 
Joined by another one and then there were seven 

 
Seven little pussycats running through the gate 

Along came another one and then there were eight 
Eight little pussycats pulling on a line 

Joined by another one and then there were nine 
 

Nine little pussycats frightening the hen 
Along came another one and then there were ten 

Ten little pussycats snuggled up so tight 
Ten little pussycats such a lovely sight 

 
(repeat)
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CKCD04 TRACK 5 / 24 

FIVE LITTLE MONKEYS 
 

Five little monkeys, jumping on the bed 
One fell off and banged his head 

Sent for the doctor and the doctor said 
“No little monkeys jumping on the bed!” 

 
Four little monkeys, jumping on the bed 

One fell off and banged his head 
Sent for the doctor and the doctor said 
“No little monkeys jumping on the bed!” 

 
Three little monkeys, jumping on the bed 

One fell off and banged his head 
Sent for the doctor and the doctor said 
“No little monkeys jumping on the bed!” 

 
Two little monkeys, jumping on the bed 

One fell off and banged his head 
Sent for the doctor and the doctor said 
“No little monkeys jumping on the bed!” 

 
One little monkey, jumping on the bed 

He fell off and banged his head 
Sent for the doctor and the doctor said 

“No more monkeys jumping on the bed!” 
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CKCD04 TRACK 6 / 24 
TEN GREEN BOTTLES 

 
There were, ten green bottles hanging on the wall 

Ten green bottles hanging on the wall 
But if one green bottle should accidentally fall 

There’d be nine green bottles hanging on the wall 
 

Nine green bottles hanging on the wall 
Nine green bottles hanging on the wall 

But if one green bottle should accidentally fall 
There’d be eight green bottles hanging on the wall 

 
Eight green bottles hanging on the wall 
Eight green bottles hanging on the wall 

But if one green bottle should accidentally fall 
There’d be seven green bottles hanging on the wall 

 
Seven green bottles hanging on the wall 
Seven green bottles hanging on the wall 

But if one green bottle should accidentally fall 
There’d be six green bottles hanging on the wall 

 
Six green bottles hanging on the wall 
Six green bottles hanging on the wall 

But if one green bottle should accidentally fall 
There’d be five green bottles hanging on the wall 

 
Five green bottles hanging on the wall 
Five green bottles hanging on the wall 

But if one green bottle should accidentally fall 
There’d be four green bottles hanging on the wall 

 
Four green bottles hanging on the wall 
Four green bottles hanging on the wall 

But if one green bottle should accidentally fall 
There’d be three green bottles hanging on the wall 

 
Three green bottles hanging on the wall 
Three green bottles hanging on the wall 

But if one green bottle should accidentally fall 
There’d be two green bottles hanging on the wall 
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CKCD04 TRACK 6 / 24 

TEN GREEN BOTTLES (continued) 
 
 

Two green bottles hanging on the wall 
Two green bottles hanging on the wall 

But if one green bottle should accidentally fall 
There’d be one green bottles hanging on the wall 

 
One green bottle hanging on the wall 
One green bottle hanging on the wall 

But if that green bottle should accidentally fall 
There’d be no green bottles hanging on the wall 
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CKCD04 TRACK 7 / 24 

HERE COMES THE ALPHABET 
 
 

(link)
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CKCD04 TRACK 8 / 24 

ALPHABET SONG 
 
 

A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z 
 
 

(repeat) 
 
 

(speech outro) 
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CKCD04 TRACK 9 / 24 

PHONIC ALPHABET SONG 
 

(the sounds of the alphabet...) 
 
 

A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z 
 

(repeat)
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CKCD04 TRACK 10 / 24 

ALL OUR ANIMAL FRIENDS 
 

(speech intro) 
 

Alice the alligator 
Bruno the bear 
Carol the calf 

Donald the dog 
Ernie the elephant 

Freddy the frog 
All our animal friends 

 
Gareth the goat 
Helen the hippo 
Ian the insect 

Jenny the jaguar 
Kenny the kangaroo 

Laura the lion 
All our animal friends 

 
Michael the monkey 
Nina the nightingale 

Ollie the ostrich 
Paula the pig 

Quincy the quail 
Rita the rabbit 

All our animal friends 
 

Sammy the snake 
Tina the tiger 

Ursula the unicorn 
Victor the viper 
Wilmer the wolf 
Xavier the fox 

All our animal friends 
 

That leaves only two more animals 
Can you remember who they are? 

Yolanda the yellowhammer 
Zac the zebra 

All our animal friends 
All our animal friends 

 
(repeat) 
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CKCD04 TRACK 10 / 24 

ALL OUR ANIMAL FRIENDS (Continued) 
 
 

Alice 
Bruno 
Carol 

Donald 
Ernie 

Freddy 
All our animal friends 

 
Gareth 
Helen 

Ian 
Jenny 
Kenny 
Laura 

All our animal friends 
 

Michael 
Nina 
Ollie 

Paula 
Quincy 

Rita 
All our animal friends 

 
Sammy 

Tina 
Ursula 
Victor 

Wilmer 
Xavier 

All our animal friends 
 

That leaves only two more animals 
Can you remember who they are? 

Yolanda 
Zac 

All our animal friends 
All our animal friends 

 
(repeat name & animal section)
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CKCD04 TRACK 11 / 24 

HERE COMES THE TIMES TABLES 
 
 

(link)
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CKCD04 TRACK 12 / 24 

WHY DO WE NEED THE TABLES? 
 

You can learn the tables, have fun and sing along 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 and 12 

 
Sitting in the classroom, lot’s of sums to do 

Everyone must learn them, when we go to school 
Adding different numbers, subtraction and divide 

When you learn the tables, you can multiply 
 

(chorus) 
Why do we need the tables?, the multiplication tables 
Why do we need the tables?, to help us do our sums 

How can we learn the tables?, the multiplication tables 
How can we learn the tables?, just listen to the songs 

You can learn the tables, have fun and sing along 
 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 and 12 
 

If you have a party, and 7 children come 
Everyone has 3 cakes, so you must do the sum 

7, 3’s are 21, that there’s no mistake 
If you learn the tables, you won’t run out of cake 

 
(chorus) 

 
6 sweets at 2 pence each, 6 x 2 is 12 
5 sweets at 3 pence each, 5 x 3 is 15 
3 sweets at 4 pence each, 3 x 4 is 12 
2 sweets at 5 pence each, 2 x 5 is 10 

 
Why do we need the tables?, the multiplication tables 
Why do we need the tables?, to help us do our sums 

How can we learn the tables?, the multiplication tables 
How can we learn the tables?, just listen to the songs 

(repeat)
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CKCD04 TRACK 13 / 24 
TWO TIMES TABLES 

 
1 x 2 = 2 
2 x 2 = 4 
3 x 2 = 6 
4 x 2 = 8 

5 x 2 = 10 
6 x 2 = 12 
7 x 2 = 14 
8 x 2 = 16 
9 x 2 = 18 

10 x 2 = 20 
11 x 2 = 22 
12 x 2 = 24
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CKCD04 TRACK 14 / 24 

FIVE TIME TABLES 
 

1 x 5 = 5 
2 x 5 = 10 
3 x 5 = 15 
4 x 5 = 20 
5 x 5 = 25 
6 x 5 = 30 
7 x 5 = 35 
8 x 5 = 40 
9 x 5 = 45 

10 x 5 = 50 
11 x 5 = 55 
12 x 5 = 60 
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CKCD04 TRACK 15 / 24 

TEN TIMES TABLES 
 

1 x 10 = 10 
2 x 10 = 20 
3 x 10 = 30 
4 x 10 = 40 
5 x 10 = 50 
6 x 10 = 60 
7 x 10 = 70 
8 x 10 = 80 
9 x 10 = 90 

10 x 10 = 100 
11 x 10 = 110 
12 x 10 = 120
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CKCD04 TRACK 16 / 24 

HERE COMES COLOURS 
 
 

(link)
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CKCD04 TRACK 17 / 24 

THE PRIMARY COLOURS 
 

(speech intro...) 
 

Red yellow blue, the colours of my shoes 
Red shoes and yellow shoes, blue shoes too 

Red yellow blue, the colours in a zoo 
Red foxes, yellow hammers, blue jays too 

 
Red yellow blue, the colours that are you 
Red lips and yellow hair, blue eyes too 

 
Red yellow and blue (the primary colours) 
Red yellow and blue (the primary colours) 

 
Red is a fire engine, or a big red rose 

Red is a post-box, and the colour of my clothes 
Yellow is a daffodil, in a yellow vase 

Yellow is the sun, who lives with the stars 
Blue is the blue sky, above the deep blue sea 
Blue is a bluebell that grows beneath the tree 

 
Red yellow and blue (the primary colours) 
Red yellow and blue (the primary colours) 

 
(repeat all) 

 
Red yellow and blue (the primary colours) 
Red yellow and blue (the primary colours) 

(repeat)
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CKCD04 TRACK 18 / 24 

JOLLY RED NOSE 
 

Nose, nose, jolly red nose 
And what gave you a jolly red nose? 

Nutmeg, ginger, cinnamon and cloves 
That's what gave me a jolly red nose 

 
(repeat) 
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CKCD04 TRACK 19 / 24 

THE LITTLE BLUE TRAIN 
 

(verse 1) 
The little blue train goes chuff chuff chuff 

Chuff chuff chuff, chuff chuff chuff 
The little blue train goes chuff chuff chuff, all day long... 

The little red bus goes tingaling, tingaling, tingaling 
The little red bus goes tingaling, all day long 

 
(chorus 1) 

All day long the passengers sing chuff, chuff, chuff, chuff 
Chuff, chuff, chuff, tingalingling 

All day long the passengers sing chuff, chuff, chuff, chuff 
Chuff, chuff, chuff, tingalingling 

 
(verse 2) 

The little yellow taxi goes broom broom broom 
Broom broom broom, broom broom broom 

The little yellow taxi goes broom broom broom, all day long... 
The little green car goes toot toot toot 

Toot toot toot, toot toot toot 
The little green car goes toot toot toot, all day long 

 
(chorus 2) 

All day long the passengers sing, toot toot, broom broom 
Chuff chuff chuff, tingalingling 

All day long the passengers sing, toot toot, broom broom 
Chuff chuff chuff, tingalingling 

 
(repeat - verse 1, chorus 2, verse 2, chorus 2, chorus 2) 
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CKCD04 TRACK 20 / 24 

MIX A COLOUR 
 

Mix a colour, mix a colour 
Mix a colour, all day long 
Mix a colour, mix a colour 

Mix a colour, sing this song 
 

Yellow and red make orange 
Yellow and blue green 

Blue and red make purple 
Yellow and white make cream 

 
Yellow and red make orange 

Yellow and blue green 
Blue and red make purple 

Yellow and white make cream 
 

(repeat)
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CKCD04 TRACK 21 / 24 

HERE COMES THE BODY 
 
 

(link)
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CKCD04 TRACK 22 / 24 

OUR BODY 
 

Our body needs food everyday to make us big and strong 
Just like the sun and rain makes the grass grow long 

Our body needs water everyday to keep us big and strong 
Just like a car needs petrol to keep it moving along 

 
(chorus) 

Our body needs food, our body needs water 
Our body needs air and rest to help our blood 

Go round and round and round 
Our body needs food, our body needs water 

Our body needs air and rest to help our blood 
Go round and round and round 

 
Our body needs air everyday to keep us big and strong 

Just like a nightingale needs air to sing a song 
Our body needs rest everyday to keep as big and strong 

Just like a hedgehog who sleeps all winter long 
 

(chorus) 
 

(repeat all) 
 

(repeat chorus)
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CKCD04 TRACK 23 / 24 

HANDS FINGERS KNEES AND TOES 
 

Hands fingers knees and toes, knees and toes 
Hands fingers knees and toes, knees and toes 

And eyes and ears and mouth and nose 
Hands fingers knees and toes, knees and toes 

 
[repeat)
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CKCD04 TRACK 24 / 24 

CLEVER THEME 
 
 

(instrumental) 
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Jolly Red NoseJolly Red Nose

Nose, nose, jolly red nose

And what gave you a jolly red nose?

Nutmeg, ginger, cinnamon and cloves

That’s what gave me a jolly red nose

Give the laughing man a jolly red nose!Give the laughing man a jolly red nose!
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Mix a ColourMix a Colour

Fill in the mixed colours.Fill in the mixed colours.

makemake

makemake

andand

andand
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Five Little MonkeysFive Little Monkeys

Colour the monkeys.Colour the monkeys.

1 2

3

4 5



32

One Man Went to MowOne Man Went to Mow

Practise writing yourPractise writing your
numbers.numbers.

1 2 3
4 5 6
7 98
10


